1) connect gray VGA video cable from splitter box ("cables to go") --> VGA output at the workstation’s back

2) make sure both LCD monitors are switched on.

3) connect 1st black audio cable from workstation audio output (attached cable splitter) --> to Avotec audio system.

4) connect 2nd black audio cable from workstation audio output (attached cable splitter) --> to black control loudspeakers.

5) adjust loudness with 'LEVEL' (green LED bars should bounce up and down most of the time. that’s a good start for a comfortable amplitude).

   'MODE' is on 'clin'. 'SOURCE' is on 'B'.

6) at linux workstation login as : 'spmspl',

7) if using GOGGLE system, type : 'start1d800' or..

8) if using PROJECTOR system, type : 'start1d1024'

9) both screens should show a skyblue background and some icons.

10) move the mouse cursor of the gray Kensington trackball device to the left to the small ViewSonic monitor.

11) double-click on 'films & music' folder.

12) FILM : double-click on film of choice.

13) FILM : to put movie on hold press : 'spacebar'

14) FILM : to resume movie press : 'spacebar'

15) FILM : to exit movie press : 'q'

16) MUSIC : double-click on 'audacious'.

17) MUSIC : toggle group by pressing : 'P'

18) to EXIT window system right-click : 'Quit' and 'Logout'

19) to EXIT 'penguin-level' type : 'exit'

20) make sure both monitors are switched OFF.